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Introduction
Worldwide media and scientist attention have put Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) 
in the spotlight. UAV or also known as a drone is an unmanned aerial vehicle that 
has the main functions for intelligence, reconnaissance and surveillance [1]. The 
recent developments of drone for sprayer pesticide applications and used for deliver-
ing items, for example the Amazon Prime Air, where Amazon used an octocopter to 
deliver items with weighs less than 5  lb or around 2.3 kg [2]. UAVs can be operated 
more economically than manned helicopters; they are less limited by weather condi-
tions (although this varies by model) and easier to deploy. In recent researches, drone 
may be built with a purpose to carry a rescue mission with the main module consists 
an exploration into an area affected by natural disaster and victim identification [3]. 
Drone also can be used as a tool to survey a building [4], aerial photogrammetry and 
mapping [5]. Recent advances also pushing drone technology to adopt a newer way of 
communication, such as an implementation of Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) [6], 
and Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) [7]. The effectiveness of drone deliv-
ery is proven to bring a difference over manned ground transportation [8]. Even the 
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delivery fleet management may be automated as well in the future [9]. To engage in 
human activities however, drone needs a capability to do object detection [10]. Deep 
learning is a fast-growing domain of machine learning, mainly for solving problems 
in computer vision. It is a class of machine learning algorithms that use a cascade of 
many layers of nonlinear processing. One of the implementations of deep learning 
is object localization and detection based on video stream. Object localization and 
detection are crucial in computer vision. As of now, drone implementation for trans-
portation solution and agriculture have not yet realized in Indonesia. This research 
will become part of the beginning of drone research in Indonesia, as the drone tech-
nology will play a major role in Society 5.0, and the eventual demands of drone fleet 
traffic control which deals with large amount of data (big data) and came from multi-
ple sources. The proposed system must adopt a technology that suitable in Indonesia, 
where there is minimum support for mobile network, thus our system should not rely 
on this technology. In this research, we use Erle Drone [11], and as the heart of our 
drone system, it uses Erle-Brain 3 hardware autopilot and the APM flight stack. Erle-
Brain 3 consists of an Ubuntu Linux based embedded computer with full support 
for ROS (Robot Operating System) and ROS 2.0 that integrated the sensors, camera, 
power electronics and abstractions necessary to easily create autonomous vehicles. 
The paper is organized as follows: We provide the problem statements in introduction 
section that we answer with this paper in proposed methods. We provide experimen-
tal results and discussion. We provide our conclusion in “Experimental result” sec-
tion. Our prototype of drone is shown in Fig. 1.

Related works
One of the state of the art researches that have similar approach with this research is 
the usage of only GPS in drone navigation in the research done by [12]. There’s also 
another one that uses GPS and onboard sensor in AR. Drone in the research done by 
[13]. Last but no least, there’s also a research that’s not only uses GPS and onboard 
sensors, but also uses camera that uses Dense Optical Flow Method in the research 
done by [14]. In our previous work, we have developed a drone with object detection 
capabilities to improve delivery system.

Fig. 1 We use drone from Erle Robotics [11] based on the ROS for delivering items. Erle-copter’s flight time is 
around 20 min with a 5000 mAh battery, and the drone is built to support a payload of up to 1 kg
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Navigation system
Geodetic coordinate system

Geodetic coordinate system is a coordinate system which a position defined by 3 numbers, 
a latitude, longitude, and altitude. A position which defined by geodetic coordinate system 
is a position on a globe. Latitude is a line that intersects the defined position and a line 
which parallel to an equator line. Longitude is a line that intersects the defined position and 
a line which parallel to a prime meridian line. Altitude is a distance between defined posi-
tion and the ellipsoid Ref. [15] as described in Fig. 2.

Body coordinate system

Body coordinate system is a coordinate system which the origins of 3 axes (x, y, and z) 
are the center of mass of the vehicle. In a NED (North, East, Down) system, x axis points 
towards the head of the vehicle, y axis points towards the right side of the vehicle, and z axis 
points towards the down side of the vehicle [15]. Figure 3 describes the body coordinate 
system.

Bearing

Bearing is an angle between 2 geodetic coordinates. To find bearing a bearing between cur-
rent position and destination position, the formula is stated below:
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Fig. 2 Geodetic coordinate system, expressed in latitude ( ϕ ), longitude (λ) and altitude (h) (left) [15], and body 
coordinate system expressed in Xb, Yb, Zb (right) [16]
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where B denotes the bearing, p is a geodetic coordinate with superscript c denotes cur-
rent geodetic coordinate, and d denotes destination coordinate, and the subscript � 
denotes longitude, and subscript ϕ denotes latitude [17].

Hubeny distance

Hubeny distance is a formula to calculate the distance between a geodetic coordinate in 
an earth model. The formula is stated below:

where a denotes the major axis and s denotes eccentricity of the earth model. d with 
superscript c, d denotes the distance between 2 different geodetic coordinates. A com-
monly used earth model is WGS84, which has major axis value 6378137, and eccentric-
ity value 0.0818191908426215 [18].
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Fig. 3 The architecture of the proposed system
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Proposed method
System architecture

In our previous research, we use object detection module that can detect what is in 
video stream by using combination of MobileNet and the Single Shot Detector (SSD) 
framework for fast and efficient deep learning-based method to object detection [10]. 
We use Erle-Brain 3 which consists a Linux based embedded computer and an autopilot 
shield which we design our system on. Inside the embedded computer, there’s a ROS sys-
tem and Autopilot Software installed. Research on autonomous drone usually using GPS 
[12], so we use GPS to get information of the position of the drone. To have a smooth 
navigational performance from autonous drone, the need of precise positional data is a 
must. To get a precise positional data, we need to collect a large amount of satellite data 
which is why we use GNSS and compass that could connect to more variations of satel-
lites. The autopilot shield consists of sensors and other components which essential for 
flying a drone. Our proposed system acts as an interface between user and both Autopi-
lot Software and sensors as described in Fig. 3.

The proposed system works as follows, there are 6 steps consists of user input the loca-
tion target for the drone, and then drone accept the location target, then fly to the target 
location, and then land to the target location, after that drone will fly back to home loca-
tion, after land, drone goes back to standby position and ready to accept input from user. 
Figure 4 describes how the system works.

Proposed system on ROS

ROS uses publisher and subscriber pattern as its design, every process that runs on 
ROS are doing publishing and subscribing towards other processes. These processes are 
called ROS nodes. As the Autopilot Software provides our system with filtered state of 
the drone, our system has to subscribe to the pool which provided such data. The pool 
is called ROS topic. When the proposed system wants to command the drone to do the 
take-off sequence, the system would request the Autopilot Software to do the take-off 

Fig. 4 Diagram of the system workflow
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sequence using a ROS service. The relationships between nodes in our proposed system 
are described in Fig. 5.

Delivering items algorithm

Our proposed method uses delivery switch as a sensor which provides information 
whether items are loaded into the drone. When user wants to deliver items, user must 
place the items inside the drone, so the drone will start to fly to the target location. After 
the drone land on target location, the items must be unloaded from the drone before 
drone starts to fly to the home location. The algorithm is stated in Fig. 6.

Navigation algorithm

In the proposed system, the system would plan a trajectory from current location to tar-
get location using bearing. Then the bearing value will be compared with heading of the 
drone, as the proposed system will apply the velocity in a body coordinate system. The 
formula as follow:

which θ denotes angle, subscript d denotes an angle the drone has to go through to 
approach the target location, and subscript w denotes the angle is a bearing between two 

(11)θd = θw − Ψ

(12)Vx = V sin θd

(13)Vy = V cos θd

Fig. 5 Relationships between ROS nodes in our proposed system
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locations. Ψ  denotes heading of the drone. V denotes the velocity the system must apply, 
subscript x denotes the velocity in x axis, and y denotes the velocity in y axis. When the 
drone is flying to the target position, every few seconds, our system must recalculate 
the trajectory between current position and target position. The trajectory recalculation 
time described in the algorithm with “angle_fix” and “time_to_angle_fix” Booleans to 
provide system information whether the trajectory recalculation should be done. Also 
the system will check the distance between current coordinate and target coordinate 
iteratively. The system will slow down the velocity applied to the drone if the distance 
to the target is lower than 5 ms. In our proposed system, the drone must land if the dis-
tance to the target is lower than 0.5 m. These iterative processes are run every time the 
information about current position is acquired. The algorithm is stated in Fig. 7.

Navigation algorithm using course‑over‑ground
Other than using only heading information from IMU sensor, we proposed of using 
course-over-ground information as another sensorial data that we could use to further 
refine the drone navigation. course-over-ground is calculated using bearing between 2 
recorded geodetic coordinates while drone flying in a specific trajectory created with 
previous algorithm. To further refine the course-over-ground value, our proposed 
method uses position covariances provided by Autopilot Software which sent together 
with current geodetic coordinate of the drone. We use Unscented Transform [19] to cal-
culate bearing between 2 coordinates considering those 2 coordinates have covariances. 
The problem lies in position covariance provided by the Autopilot Software, which in 
meters. This causes some disagreement in the convention to define the position of the 
drone. To fix this, we have to calculate the variance of the position back in degree form. 

Fig. 6 Item delivery algorithm
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To do this, we could use the Taylor Approximation of the Hubeny distance to provide 
us the reverse function from meters to degree. If there are more than one course-over-
ground data, we could use Kalman Filter [20] to refine the our measurement. Figure 8 
shows the algorithm used to obtain course-over-ground using Unscented Transform.

To use course-over-ground, we could imagine the course-over-ground being the 
output trajectory of the current trajectory input created from the previous itera-
tion of trajectory calculation. With this in mind, we could replace the need of head-
ing information entirely by comparing the input, output, and the bearing, but in this 

Fig. 7 Navigation without course-over-ground algorithm

Fig. 8 Course-over-ground calculation algorithm
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system, we calculate the new trajectory together with heading information. To do 
this, we use Kalman Gain concept [20] to fuse the two calculations into one trajectory 
input. Before we fuse these calculations, we also use Unscented Transform to pass the 
trajectory calculation function for both trajectory from heading and trajectory from 
course-over-ground. The calculation stated below:

where θ cogworldt
 denotes the difference between course-over-ground and bearing between 

current position and target position, θhdgworldt
 denotes difference between heading and 

bearing. Symbol σ denotes variance of its subscript. The UT (v, c, f ) function is an 
Unscented Transform function, which passes vector v with covariance c into function 
f using Unscented Transform to obtain the result of the function and its covariance. 
The function func above is a function to find the difference between angle provided as 
parameter (3rd row of the vector) and the bearing between current position and target 
position.

After obtaining 2 input trajectories, we fuse those two calculations, below is the 
formula:

where θ cogdronet
 denotes the difference between the difference between course-over-

ground and bearing and the previous input trajectory, θhdgdronet
 denotes the difference 

between drone heading and bearing, and θdronet denotes the trajectory input for the 
drone, with subscript t as the time step. Figure 9 shows the full navigation system with 
course-over-ground.
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Experimental result
We’ve done the experiment to test our algorithm in the open field. Our experiment took 
place in soccer field, Jakarta. Before we begin our experiment, first the drone need to 
be powered in a level ground to let the Autopilot Software to do a calibration. Also to 
get a better position fix on the GNSS device. In our experiment, we let the device in the 
open until the value of Dilution of Precision hit 0.9 or visible satellites count reached 
minimum 10. After that we execute the flying mission to the goal position using our pro-
posed algorithm. For each algorithm, we run this test 4 times (Fig. 10).

The result of the experiments is shown in Tables 1 and 2.
Figure  11 shows the trajectories created from the recorded filtered position while 

doing the experiments.
Based on our experiment, the deviation of landing position of the drone with our pro-

posed method are better than previous research, which only use GPS as it’s navigation 
system. We also develop a mobile application to send the command consisting geodetic 
coordinate of the goal position, altitude, and speed of the drone. The application will 
connect to the drone via pre-determined IP and port. Figure 12 shows the interface of 
the mobile application.

Discussion
The proposed navigation algorithm successfully makes our drone fly from the start posi-
tion to goal position without problem and have an acceptable deviation, with the mean 
of deviation in navigation algorithm without course-over-ground 1.1125 m and 2.39 m 
for the navigation algorithm using course-over-ground. Autonomous navigation system 
using GNSS module and compass succeeded in finishing a flight mission from start posi-
tion to goal position nicely and has a relatively small positional deviation. The proposed 
navigation algorithm still has weakness, such as, this algorithm isn’t good for short dis-
tance navigation, so when the drone is nearing the goal position, drone is having a bit of 

Fig. 9 Drone navigation with course-over-ground algorithm
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difficulty to reach the goal position perfectly. One of the factors of this weakness is the 
mistakes from GNSS module. Other than that, the main weakness of the drone itself is 
wind speed, as seen in Fig. 11, drone’s trajectory will never match the ideal trajectory 

Fig. 10 The start and goal position of the experiment, taken from Google Maps [21]

Table 1 Positional deviation from navigation algorithm

Experiment-n Positional 
deviation (m)

1 0.44

2 1.04

3 1.15

4 1.82

Average of error 1.1125

Table 2 Positional deviation from navigation algorithm with course‑over‑ground

Experiment-n Positional 
deviation (m)

1 2.5

2 4.46

3 2.2

4 0.4

Average of error 2.39
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Fig. 11 Drone navigation algorithm trajectory from first experiment (left) and Drone navigation algorithm 
with course-over-ground trajectory from first experiment (right)

Fig. 12 The interface of the mobile application
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in a windy condition, but the proposed algorithm will ensure the drone will approach 
and land in the goal position. Navigation using the course-over-ground algorithm is not 
more reliable than the navigation algorithm with GNSS and Compass at a navigation 
distance of less than 1 m. When the drone is flying to the target position, every few sec-
onds, our system must recalculate the trajectory between current position and target 
position.

Conclusion
From the results, we can conclude that the proposed system in this research succeeded 
in making drone do a simulated items delivery mission with a good navigation, and an 
acceptable landing position deviation. Comparing both navigation algorithm, we can 
conclude that navigation without course-over-ground results in better landing position 
deviation, the reason being the course-over-ground algorithm can’t contribute too much 
in terms of refining the accuracy with course-over-ground calculation at a navigation 
with distance of less than 1 m. The system has a few features such as altitude and speed 
settings. Proposed system designed to be able to interact with interactive sensors that 
supported items delivery, such as items sensor. This system also has an interface in the 
form of a mobile app that could be used relatively easy. Moreover, the system could run 
separately from Ground Station, so with only a mobile app and the drone, it could do 
an items delivery mission. Autonomous drones have potential usage in other fields, by 
using navigational algorithm from this research as the base for drone flight. Other than 
that, the navigational algorithm itself could be further enhanced and fixed using a more 
precise and adaptive algorithm that could navigate from any distance and for any usages. 
For future work, we need to address some issue regarding larger drone fleet and handle 
larger amount of navigation data to manage drone traffic. In other side, by using a bigger 
drone could give opportunity to do researches with a bigger scale experiments, such as 
delivering items with distance more than 1 km.
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